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Abstract:
Australian courts, as with those in most common law systems, value judicial officers who are generalists. Appointment to a court indicates that the appointee is capable of dealing impartially with all types of cases that come before it. However, caseload allocation processes within courts also recognize and value different skills or expertise that may be applied to particular types of cases or to particular judicial tasks.

Our research investigates ways magistrates courts in Australia (first instance courts of general criminal and civil jurisdiction) manage caseload allocation processes to match magistrates’ skills and abilities to specific work demands within their general jurisdictions as well as to the demands of specialist lists and courts. The research draws on interview data collected from judicial officers and court staff involved in caseload allocation in four Australian jurisdictions.

This research finds that these courts place a high value on the principle that ‘everyone should be able to do everything’ and the entitlement of individual judicial officers to a caseload that is balanced and fair in relation to their colleagues. However, this preference for generalist judicial officers can create tensions in relation to the need to staff specialist lists, and to sometimes use particular skills in the general lists.

Despite the presumption of competence, those allocating generalist and specialist caseload take into account different skills and expertise in the judicial workforce in the allocation decisions. Preferences of judicial officers for particular types of work can also play a role. However, the process by which assessments are made about expertise is also less than transparent in many cases, and draws largely on informal sources of knowledge.

Magistrates and court users may benefit from a more clearly defined and transparent process to identify and develop skills and expertise, and allocate caseload accordingly. Such a process must preserve the flexibility that these high-volume courts need to deal with their caseload efficiently and appropriately and to match judicial skills to the needs of particular types of cases.

1. Introduction
Occupational specialization is a feature of modern world, yet until quite recently judicial officers hearing and deciding cases in Australia, as in other common law countries, have been viewed as generalists — capable of tackling any form of work that comes before the court to which they are appointed. To some extent, this has been allied with the principle of judicial impartiality; if all judicial officers in a court are equally qualified to hear and decide a particular case, it should not matter which one does so. Cases can be allocated randomly to judicial officers, rather than by reference to judicial expertise or preference. This ‘randomness principle’ enhances public confidence in the impartial administration of justice.

A requirement for judicial officers to be generalists also simplifies administration, as it allows any case to be allocated to any judicial officer. A judicial officer whose expertise is confined to one or only a few aspects of a court’s jurisdiction is a less flexible or mobile resource than one who can tackle all aspects of the court’s work.

---

1 Lawrence Baum, Specializing the Courts (2010, University of Chicago Press) 1.
2 The term ‘judicial officer’ is used throughout this paper to refer to both judges (judicial officers appointed to superior and intermediate courts in Australia) and to magistrates (judicial officers appointed to first instance courts).
4 Baum, Specializing the Courts, above n 1, 1-2; This preference is still reflected in the Law Council of Australia’s suggested criteria for judicial appointments which state that judges who are appointed with more specialist experience should also possess ‘the ability to acquire quickly an effective working knowledge of the law and rules of procedure in areas necessary for their work not covered by their previous experience’: Law Council of Australia, Policy on the Process of Judicial Appointments (September 2008, Law Council of Australia) 3. A discussion paper by a former Federal Attorney-General on the process and criteria for judicial appointments refers to a similarly broad requirement for ‘knowledge of the law’: Michael Lavarch, Judicial Appointments: Procedure and Criteria: Attorney-General’s Discussion Paper (1993, Commonwealth Attorney-General’s Department) 5.
A commitment to judges as generalists assumes substantial similarity in the kind of work, and the necessary knowledge and skills, across the court’s caseload. However, judicial systems also have a long history of identifying different types of cases that require particular knowledge, skills or processes, and creating specialist courts or divisions to handle them. Like other common law judicial systems, Australian courts are experiencing increased specialization, including specialized courts, lists and jurisdictions within individual courts. Court users might expect this development to be accompanied by specialist and focused judicial expertise.

As well as specialist caseloads, there are different tasks and roles to be performed by judicial officers within the general caseload. These may require particular skills and expertise.

Australian courts generally operate on a master calendar, so that cases lodged with a court are received by the court organization and then allocated to a particular list. Judicial officers are allocated to lists, rather than to particular cases. The challenge for a court is to make best use of its judicial expertise across a variety of case types.

This article draws on a recent study of judicial caseload allocation in Australian magistrates’ courts (high volume, first instance, general jurisdiction courts) to investigate how they approach these issues. Firstly, it examines the notion of specialization, both in terms of the types of caseload in these courts, and the nature of skills relevant to dealing with them. The findings of the study are then analyzed with a focus on two questions: To what extent is specialized judicial knowledge or specific types of skills utilized in caseload allocation? How are they identified?

2. Specialization in Courts
Specialization in relation to courts can refer to a jurisdiction delimited by subject-matter, whether formally and informally. Specialization in relation to a specific legal area is not new. For example, the Australian legal system, as with most common law systems, has traditionally drawn distinctions between criminal and non-criminal (‘civil’) cases, between courts of equity and common law, and between appeal courts and courts of first instance. In magistrates courts, the primary distinction has been a long-standing differentiation between civil and criminal caseload, with the latter clearly dominating their work.

In recent decades, specialization in the law and the recognition of more complexity and diversity in areas of legal practice has resulted in a variety of new specialist courts to deal with civil caseload. Examples from Australia and overseas include commercial or business courts, administrative courts, labor or industrial courts, family courts and...
environment courts. Australian courts, as with overseas jurisdictions, have also seen the creation of specialist lists within existing courts, such as building cases, intellectual property, commercial and corporations’ lists.

Specialization can also refer to courts that utilize particular (usually novel) approaches to dealing with certain types of cases. Within the criminal jurisdiction the development of specialist courts to deal with juvenile criminal offenders dates back to the latter part of the nineteenth century. More recently the increasing popularity of ‘problem-solving’ or ‘therapeutic’ theories that aim to address underlying issues (social, personal and economic) that result in criminal behavior, and restorative justice approaches designed to resolve cases through mediated encounters between offenders and victims, have resulted in new specialist jurisdictions. Features of these approaches can include direct engagement by judicial officers with, and ongoing supervision of, offenders, a multi-disciplinary collaborative process between the courts and relevant service providers, a non-adversarial approach and outcomes which address more broadly the needs of the community, as well as those of victims. Such approaches are often employed in drug courts, family violence courts, community courts, mental health courts and indigenous courts. These are often not entirely separate from mainstream courts and judicial officers retain their judicial authority alongside their new role.

Over the last decade these developments have been reflected in Australian magistrates courts. Some new specialized courts have adopted problem-solving, or therapeutic approaches, others are specialist in the more traditional sense, that is, they have a jurisdiction limited to dealing with a particular type of case, for example, family violence, or cases of child sexual assault. Others, such as indigenous courts, combine specialization by type of offender with some problem-solving, restorative or therapeutic aspects. In many instances, what is labeled as a specialist ‘court’ is, in fact, a specialist division within an existing court, nearly all of them within magistrates courts. The advantage of this approach is that it enables the court to more easily adjust the structure (independently of the legislature) if, for example, the specialization is later perceived as unnecessary or there is a desire to change its focus. It also enables the court to deploy its judicial workforce more flexibly, across the whole range of the court’s work.

A third concept of specialization relates to particular kinds of tasks within a wide range of a court’s overall jurisdiction, such as presiding at trial as distinguished from managing pre-trial processes. Even within the typical criminal and civil jurisdictions of a generalist court, judicial officers in magistrates courts undertake an increasingly wide range of in and out

17 Freiburg, ‘Problem-Orientated Courts’ above n 12, 11.
19 Baum, Specializing the Courts, above n 1, 29.
21 King et al, above n 7, 39-64.
22 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 3-4; Arie Freiburg, ‘Innovations in the Court System’ (Paper delivered to the Australian Institute of Criminology Crime in Australia Conference, Melbourne, Australia, 30 November 2004) 2-4; Greg Berman & Aubrey Fox, Lasting Change or Passing Fad? Problem-Solving Justice in England and Wales (2009, Policy Exchange) 11-14, Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, Court intervention programs: final report (2009, Law Reform Commission of Western Australia) 5-6; King, above n 20, 133.
23 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 5-7; Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 5-6.
24 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 8; Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 10-2.
25 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 7; Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 7-8.
26 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 8-10; Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 6-7.
28 King, above n 20, 133, 144-45.
30 Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 2.
31 Ibid 12.
32 Where typically the ‘key features are participation, co-ordination of service delivery and community involvement’: Ibid, 8; King et al, above n 7, 42-3, 178-83.
33 For example, in the State of Victoria, the indigenous (or Koori) court, the Family Violence Court and the Drug Court are all specialist divisions within the Magistrates’ Court. Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 (Vic) ss 4D,4H,4A.
34 Law Reform Commission of Western Australia, above n 22, 25.
of court tasks.\textsuperscript{35} Presiding at trial takes the most judicial time but judicial officers must also be able to manage pre-trial processes, promote settlement, work through a busy criminal list considering adjournment requests, bail applications, hear guilty pleas, impose sentences and set matters for other proceedings. They must also be able to prepare detailed written judgments as well deliver appropriate extempore judgments.\textsuperscript{36} These tasks require a range of skills, some of which can be relatively specialized and distinct from the conventional judicial qualities. In this article, we refer to these as ‘special’ skills.

3. Specialization, Special Skills and Caseload Allocation

Specialization has implications for the way that caseload is allocated within courts. ‘Playing to strengths’, that is, allocating caseload to judicial officers according to their particular expertise (knowledge and skills) can have a number of benefits, but also has potential disadvantages.\textsuperscript{37} Allocating cases to judicial officers who have greater familiarity with a particular type of work, or possess skills required to manage it, may result in more appropriate outcomes and in cases being dealt with more effectively.\textsuperscript{38} For example, a judicial officer appointed from a background as a criminal lawyer will be more familiar with the law relating to criminal cases, and so more likely to make a correct decision (reducing the likelihood of appeal) than one appointed from a different background. They will also be more familiar with the relevant processes, and therefore likely to deal with the case more expeditiously than a judicial officer who lacks that familiarity.

On the other hand, specialization can impact adversely on the judicial work force, for example, by increasing the chances of judges becoming ‘burnt out’\textsuperscript{39} or traumatized, for example as a result of repeated exposure to instances of particularly emotionally difficult jurisdictions, such as domestic violence.\textsuperscript{40} A lack of variety in judicial caseload may lead to boredom and reduce job satisfaction.\textsuperscript{41} Surveys of judicial officers working in specialist therapeutic courts suggest that such specialization can result in increased job satisfaction.\textsuperscript{42} However, this appears to be correlated with several factors including their willingness or enthusiasm for undertaking the specialist role in the first place, and an increased involvement with, and direct feedback from, court participants, a distinctive feature of problem-solving courts.\textsuperscript{43}

There are also possible organizational difficulties. Specialization can reduce a court’s flexibility. This is a particular concern for smaller courts, where:

It is not always possible to have specialized judges for each subject; some Chambers are responsible for several specialized subjects; judges will therefore have to show multi-competences; and it will sometimes be necessary to replace a competent colleague in a certain matter in the absence (vacation, illness, missions); here too, the multi-competences and flexibility will be needed.\textsuperscript{44} Specialist judges may sit idle if there are not enough specialist cases to keep them busy,\textsuperscript{45} whereas courts require the ability to allocate judges in accordance with the demands of their caseload.\textsuperscript{46}

Our research identifies concerns about flexibility and job satisfaction for judicial officers in the allocation of specialist caseload in Australian magistrates courts. It also suggests that courts already identify and use particular skills and qualities in the general caseload and that those allocating the caseload typically acquire information about magistrates’ skills through a variety of sources.

\textsuperscript{35} Mack, Roach Anleu & Wallace, above n 14, 34, 43.
\textsuperscript{36} Ibid 43-5.
\textsuperscript{38} Baum, ‘Probing the Effects’ above n 3, 1676; Maffei, above n 15; Applebaum, ‘The Steady Growth’ above n 15, 70.
\textsuperscript{39} Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 38.
\textsuperscript{41} Freiburg, ‘Problem-Orientated Courts’ above n 12, 12; Sharyn Roach Anleu & Kathy Mack, ‘Gender, Judging and Job Satisfaction’ (2009) 17 (1) Feminist Legal Studies 79.
\textsuperscript{42} Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20; Deborah J Chase & Peggy Fulton Hora ‘The Implications of Therapeutic Jurisprudence for Judicial Satisfaction’ (2000) 37 (1) Court Review 12, 18.
\textsuperscript{43} Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 38.
\textsuperscript{44} Maffei, above n 15.
\textsuperscript{45} Baum, ‘Probing the Effects’ above n 3, 1676; David Williams, ‘Technology Boom Prompts Call for a Specialised Court’ CNN News Center, 2 October 2000.
\textsuperscript{46} Williams, above n 45.
4. Identifying Different Knowledge, Skills and Qualities

The creation of specialist courts or lists clearly implies the appointment of judges who have particular expertise in their subject matter, in terms of knowledge of a particular area of law and/or the background or social context in which particular types of cases arise. For example, appointment to a commercial list would require familiarity with commercial law, whereas appointment to an indigenous court requires awareness of cultural issues and appropriate communication skills.

Appointment to a therapeutic, or problem-solving court, may require a more dramatic change in the judge’s role ‘from being a detached, neutral arbiter to the central figure in the team... the judge is both a cheerleader and stern parent, encouraging and rewarding compliance, as well as attending to lapses.’ This new role requires more attention to developing personal and interpersonal skills that facilitate the problem-solving approach. These include the ability to establish empathy, foster mutual respect among courtroom participants, active listening, and the capacity to provide praise and constructive criticism, operate in non-coercive, non-paternalistic ways, and communicate clearly.

Within the general caseload, different skills might be valued at particular stages of the process. In Australian magistrates courts, most criminal cases that come into a court will go into a large intake list, where they are identified as requiring a further adjournment, or be allocated to another list where they will either be dealt with by way of a hearing or as a plea of guilty. Effective time-management skills and the capacity to make timely and appropriate decisions will be highly valued qualities at this stage of the process.

Cases to be dealt with as guilty pleas may also be listed in relatively large lists. Judicial officers dealing with these lists will require the ability to make quick and reasoned decisions, as well as good communication skills, to ensure that defendants understand both the process and the case outcome.

A case that is allocated for hearing will generally have some type of pre-trial process where the court attempts to identify and narrow the issues, and possibly promote a settlement, if appropriate. Where backlogs exist, expedited hearing lists might be created as a way of identifying cases that have been languishing and which need to be cleared. A judicial officer dealing with these stages might also draw on problem-solving and facilitative skills as well as a capacity to quickly identify relevant issues, and manage and organize the parties.

If a case is not settled, there will be a hearing, and then, in a criminal cases, a post-hearing or sentencing phase if the offender is found guilty. In these processes, there might be less emphasis on time-management skills and more on ensuring that all relevant issues are identified and explored, and appropriate decisions are made.

One approach to ensuring that cases are only allocated to those who have the knowledge or skills necessary to deal with them, is to require such knowledge or skills as a qualification or condition for appointment to a court, or to serve on a specialist list or division within a court, to handle a particular stage of the caseload. That requirement might be satisfied by virtue of the person’s prior professional experience and expertise, or by means of subsequent or ongoing training.

---

47 Freiburg, ‘Innovations’ above n 22, 2; Zimmer, above n 16, 1.
48 King, above n 20, 141-3.
50 King, above n 20, 134.
51 Susan Goldberg, Judging for the 21st Century: A Problem-solving Approach (2006, National Judicial Institute) 9-18; Michael King, Solution-Focused Judging Bench Book (2009, AIJA) 6, 30-39, 121-149. Although King has pointed out that many of these so-called ‘therapeutic skills’ have considerable value in mainstream judging: King, above n 20, 144-5.
52 Christopher Roper, A Curriculum for Professional Development for Australian Judicial Officers, (January 2007, National Judicial College of Australia) 15.
54 Ibid 19-20.
55 Baum, ‘Probing the Effects’ above n 3, 1676.
56 If training is the required pathway, then decisions need to be made as to the type of training, its form, and how it is provided: Maffe, above n 15; Berman & Fox, above n 22, 37,42; Law Reform Commission of Western above n22, 23, 81 & Submission No.17 (13 October 2008) Dr Andrew Cannon, Deputy Chief Magistrate of South Australia, 2.
While judicial education for those in therapeutic court roles appears to be increasingly encouraged in the United States, Canada and Australia, it is rarely mandatory. A recent survey found that judicial appointments to these courts are generally made by the judicial head of the court, usually as a result of the appointee signaling his or her interest to undertake such an appointment. This is broadly consistent with the findings of our research, as noted below.

Appointing only those who are willing to take on the challenges of a specialist role in a therapeutic court might be seen as useful way of identifying those who do not have the skills, interest, or personality to undertake such a role. However, it is not a guarantee that those who volunteer necessarily have the required attributes. In England and Wales, a lack of interest among lay magistrates in specialized therapeutic approaches has been identified as a barrier to their more widespread implementation. In Australia, with a professional magistracy, there has been much greater interest among the magistrates in therapeutic and problem-solving approaches.

Judicial officers might be appointed to specialist courts on a permanent basis or given opportunities to specialize by being assigned to particular types of case or subject matter for periods of time. They might be able to move between specialist and generalist work over periods of time. Similarly, judicial officers might be allocated only to a particular stage of case processing, such as presiding at trial, for a set period of time.

Appointment to specialist courts or lists is sometimes viewed as an opportunity for the judge who has an interest in a particular area to gain greater expertise in that area of law, and its case management. In these circumstances the appointment itself provides the training opportunity. Similarly, skills required to successfully manage a large intake list, or facilitate a settlement in a pre-trial conference, for example, might be learned or honed, on the job.

An alternative approach to allocating caseload is to assume that all judges have the required skills and not to differentiate between them in caseload allocations; appointment to the court implies competence to deal with any aspect of its jurisdiction. In their 2007 study, Langbroek and Fabri identified this as the approach inherent in the caseload allocation policies in some European countries, notably France, Italy and Denmark.

This approach is congruent with the reported desire of many judicial officers to have a balanced caseload, that is, one that provides variety in terms of the nature and type of their work. This was a recurrent theme in the studies in Western European judiciaries surveyed by Fabri and Langbroek and was reflected in the study of Australian magistrates courts, to which we now turn.

5. Judicial Caseload Allocation in Australian Magistrates Courts

Magistrates courts exist in all Australian jurisdictions and, as noted above, are the courts of first-instance jurisdiction that deal with the majority of caseload. This study of the way in which their caseload is allocated was undertaken as part of a series of research projects undertaken by the second and third-named authors that have explored the work of magistrates. Two issues from that previous research were identified as particularly pertinent to this study: firstly, that the [

---

57 Plotnikoff & Woolfson, above n 20, 3. The survey from which this conclusion was drawn included a total of 10 courts drawn from Australia (drugs and domestic violence courts); the USA (drugs, domestic violence, community and mental health courts) and Canada (drugs and domestic violence courts).
58 Ibid 32-4.
60 Ibid.
61 Berman & Fox, above n 22, 37.
62 In Australia magistrates are paid; for some time the minimum statutory qualification for appointment has included admission as a barrister/solicitor/legal practitioner, and most magistrates are now legally qualified: Sharyn Roach Anleu & Kathy Mack, 'The professionalization of Australian magistrates: Autonomy, credentials and prestige ' (2008) 44 Journal of Sociology 185, 190-1, 193; In England and Wales, magistrates courts are staffed by both stipendiary magistrates (paid, legally qualified persons appointed as District Judges), but mostly by lay magistrates (community volunteers) who sit in panels of three: Berman & Fox, above n 22, 36.
63 Baum, 'Probing the Effects' above n 3, 1673.
64 Ibid.
65 Ibid 1676; Applebaum, 'The Steady Growth' above n 15, 73.
66 Applebaum, 'The Steady Growth' above n 15, 73.
68 Ibid 22-3.
69 See above n 9.
70 Since 2000, the Magistrates Research Project and the Judicial Research Project of Flinders University have undertaken extensive empirical research into many aspects of the Australian judiciary. The research has used interviews, surveys and observation studies to
work of these courts is dominated by the high-volume, criminal list; and, secondly, that magistrates themselves derive high levels of satisfaction from a variety of work.

In order to explore the process for allocating caseload in depth, data was collected in the form of semi-structured interviews conducted with magistrates and court officers who had been identified, through a process of consultation with the courts participating in the study, as individuals with knowledge and experience of caseload allocation in those jurisdictions. Interviews took place in two jurisdictions with large metropolitan populations, and one jurisdiction with a more widely dispersed smaller population covering very remote areas. In larger jurisdictions, interviewees were selected from courts within each jurisdiction, including both metropolitan and suburban courts, in order to explore differences in the nature of caseload and the available judicial resources that might affect the allocation process.

In total nine judicial officers and nine court officers or court administrators in magistrates courts from four jurisdictions were interviewed. Interviews were recorded and transcribed, and transcripts were checked and corrected by the interviewers after listening again to the digital recordings of the interviews. Interviews were then analyzed thematically to identify views of a range of interviewees on particular issues related to caseload allocation. Initial findings drawn from an analysis of the interview data were subsequently refined through a process of feedback and consultation with the courts who had participated in the study, through presentations made to magistrates from those courts and their responses to a draft report.

The findings reveal a somewhat ambivalent approach by Australian courts to specialist caseload allocation. The two competing approaches can be characterized by two phrases used by interviewees ‘everyone does everything’ and ‘horses for courses’. The first re-states the principle of the generalist judicial officer, the second denotes the ability to allocate caseload according to expertise and skills. Analysis of the data also shows that those responsible for workload allocation place a high value on being able to identify particular capabilities and qualities (‘special skills’) among the judicial workforce that can be deployed to manage the general criminal caseload efficiently.

6. ‘Everyone Does Everything’
A constant theme that emerged from the analysis of the interview data was the fundamental principle of caseload allocation: every judicial officer appointed to a court was presumed to be capable of handling all types of cases that come before that court. As one interviewee expressed it: ‘[E]verybody does everything…capacity to be a judicial officer means the capacity to do everything in your jurisdiction.’

This presumption means that judicial officers are interchangeable, which links to the importance placed on the impartiality and neutrality of judicial officers, that is, that the identity of the judge or magistrate concerned should make no difference to the outcome of the case. It also has implications for efficiency; a case can be speedily disposed of without having to wait for a magistrate who has expertise in its particular subject matter to become available, and all judicial resources can be fully utilised. This was seen as especially important in smaller courts, reflected in the following quote from the same
If I don’t have everybody potentially available to sit in that court, we’re going to come to a time where there’s nobody left to sit in there.

The notion that ‘everyone does everything’ is also supported on the grounds of equity and job satisfaction. All interviewees identified the importance of providing a variety of work to magistrates, both in terms of amount and type of work. As one Allocating Magistrate expressed: ‘Over a period of time it should roughly be equal, both in terms of the, ... time spent but also the sort of level of degree of difficulty, diversity, doing familiar vs. unfamiliar work.’ This is congruent with earlier findings from survey research done among Australian magistrates that they indicate that their work contains considerable variety and also express very high levels of satisfaction with the variety of their work.

One aspect to satisfaction with variety is that it is seen as signifying fairness of treatment between magistrates, spreading the burden of particularly onerous work. As one Allocating Court Officer explained: ‘Generally speaking you do have courts where people would prefer not to be, so you just try and share that around and make it as even as possible for the courts that they don’t like.’

Varying the allocation of magistrates between lists also helps to deter lawyers and other court users from manipulating their own schedules or availability in an attempt to ensure a case is heard by a particular magistrate. The less predictable the pattern of allocation of magistrates to cases, the less likely this can occur.

7. ‘Horses for Courses’ – Matching Skills to Tasks

Despite the emphasis on equality in caseload allocation, and the concept that everyone can do everything, interview data reveals that an understanding of magistrates’ strengths and weaknesses is used to inform allocation to specialist lists and sometimes to particular kinds of work within more general lists. Particular types of ('special') skills are valued as is specialist knowledge or expertise, and matched to specific tasks within generalist and specialized caseload.

One interviewee commented:

“I think there are horses for courses – it's nonsense to suggest that every judicial officer is good at every type of work – we know they're not – it's a lie, to say that they are good at all types of work. ...People have particular skills and I try and utilize their skills.”

Recognition of strengths, might also imply cognizance of weaknesses as well, something adverted to by the same interviewee, who admitted: ‘some people have particular weaknesses and I try and make sure that their weakness are put in a place where they will not hurt people or themselves.’ An Allocating Court Officer provided an example of how this might play out in practice:

“Yes, for example, [a] magistrate that's known to be very strict, ... we've got Crimes Family Violence that sits four days a week, very vulnerable, mainly women, as you can imagine – I wouldn’t let him loose on the women, ... on the Monday, the Monday’s the day when all the weekend bashings come in – I wouldn’t let him loose on them because he’s, he just hasn’t got the right attitude.”

These tensions can be particularly acute with specialist courts or lists, as one Allocating Magistrate explained: ‘So you create special lists, you create special expertise. ...The specialist lists I’m quite thoughtful about who I put in there.’

Interviews revealed a somewhat ambivalent attitude to the specialist caseload in the courts that were studied, which is reflected in the European jurisdictions studied by Langbroek and Fabri. On the one hand, identifying particular knowledge and skills within the judicial workforce enables a court to marshal that expertise to deal more effectively and efficiently with specialist and general caseload. On the other, too great a differentiation between judicial officers in terms of expertise is seen as an implicit threat to the efficient running of the court, in that, if carried too far, it can reduce the court’s capacity to exercise flexibility in deploying its judicial resources.

---

76 The magistrate who has primary responsibility for caseload allocation in each court is referred to in this article as the ‘Allocating Magistrate’. They usually supervise the work of the Allocating Court Officer (see below) who does the ‘hands on’ work in the allocation process.


78 The court staff member who has primary responsibility for workload allocation in a court is referred to in this article as the Allocating Court Officer. They work with the Allocating Magistrate.

79 A practice known colloquially as ‘magistrate shopping’.

80 Langbroek & Fabri, above n 67, 21.
Generally interviewees did not support specialization being permitted to the extent that individual magistrates would only be capable of doing a particular type of caseload. It was emphasized that each magistrate appointed to a court should retain the capacity to do every type of work handled by that court. Underlying this view appears to be a concern that having judicial officers who were exclusively specialists could adversely impact on a court’s ability to cover all types of caseload. Judicial resources need sufficient flexibility to be capable of being allocated to different types of work, depending on the particular mix of the cases before the court at a particular time.

It appears that in larger metropolitan courts, specialization is more easily accommodated, and more entrenched, in particular, the long-standing divide between civil and criminal work. In practice, magistrates who sit in civil work are rarely asked to work outside their specialization. This appears to be, at least in part, a consequence of the volume of work associated with that specialty in larger courts. However, even in metropolitan courts, concerns were expressed about the trend towards specialization. Some interviewees felt that over-specialization can result in magistrates effectively becoming de-skilled, in terms of their ability to tackle work outside their specialty.

Concerns were greater in smaller jurisdictions. Although there was a clear appreciation of the value of expertise or particular skills, that appeared often to take second place to concerns about the ability to ensure that all cases within the court’s jurisdiction were dealt with as speedily and efficiently as possible. This view was expressed by one Allocating Magistrate as follows:

“On a busy day, it’s sort of all bets are off and you go wherever we need you but normally we would try and list to their strength.”

Matching skills to tasks could be especially important in the allocation of caseload in the generalist, high-volume, criminal list, as a way to achieve timely and effective disposition of cases. As expressed by one Allocating Magistrate:

“So, whilst I start with this philosophy of everybody being equal and having equal access to the various courts, underpinning all of that is if you use your, or deploy your, appropriate resources to the areas where they have an expertise, so you match their skills to the case. …you then look at your specialization and you match your resources to your caseload, you’ve always got to do that, because at the end of the day we think that we’ve got to dispose of the cases.”

Attitudes of individual magistrates, or their approaches, were also sometimes used in a strategic way in caseload allocation. For example, a magistrate who is known to have a lenient attitude to sentencing might be allocated to a list of contested matters with a view to encouraging early guilty pleas. This was often expressed in terms of the desire to achieve an efficient, in the sense of speedy, disposition of the caseload and to avoid late, especially day of trial, pleas.81

81 Most cases in these courts are resolved by way of a plea of guilty whereby the defendant admits the charge and elects to make submissions to the magistrate as to the circumstances of the offence and appropriate penalty. However, late changes of plea (when cases are listed for hearing and change to a plea of guilty very close to the hearing time) create problems for courts in scheduling cases: Sentencing Advisory Council, Victoria, Sentence Indication and Specified Sentencing Discounts: Final Report (2007, Sentencing Advisory Council) 15.

8. Knowledge and Skills
Certain types of legal knowledge were particularly valued. In courts where most appointees are drawn from a background in criminal law, a magistrate with expertise and interest in civil litigation might be seen as an asset. More specialized expertise – in taxation, fraud, proceeds of crime – might come in handy if the court received a complex matter in such an area. Greater familiarity with the law and procedure in complex matters, such as family violence or sexual assault cases, or, in the civil jurisdiction, workers compensation or building cases was also thought to facilitate better decisions, as one Allocating Magistrate explained:

“You don’t give building disputes to people who don’t have any ability to manipulate complex technical information, complicated accounting and all that, because it will just go forever, and they’ll never be able to take control at all and at the end of it they’ll muck it up because they just didn’t understand it – it will get on top of them.”

Magistrates who were not subject-matter experts might still be selected for particular types of lists on the basis of their skills and experience. The ability to manage a hearing list in a timely fashion – ‘to get through the work’ – was high on the list of desirable skills. One Allocating Court Officer expressed it this way:

“I’ve got a massive DVA [Domestic Violence] list, I’ve got a massive hearing list, and I think well, OK, how am I going to work – I work out roughly who I think that can manage the load because there is some that are a little bit slower than others.”
In the case of a slower magistrate:
“...So if you get a big list of 100 or 90 or 80 you’re simply not going to put that person in that list because to do so would be detrimental to him, or her, and ultimately to the delivery of the service, the justice service, to serve the people that are appearing before the court.”

Despite the pressure of work in these courts, speed was not always seen as the most desirable quality. As one Allocating Magistrate commented:
“A slower magistrate versus a faster magistrate - couldn’t tell you which one’s better, depends, so many dependencies – the nature of the case, the quality of their interaction; a fast magistrate might be brilliant or terrible, depending entirely on your perspective of how quality is decided.”

While Allocating Court Officers were inclined to put slightly greater emphasis on the need for speedy disposition of caseload, they also found it useful to be able to deploy slower magistrates in a strategic fashion, as the following quote illustrates:
“I don’t judge a magistrate by how quick or slow [s/he] is, there’s other things to take into account, ...I’ve got a particular magistrate who’s very, very quick but none of the barristers like appearing before him because he’s so strict and, if I put them before him, they will move heaven and earth to think of a reason to adjourn their case to avoid being in front of him, and so I’ve gained nothing by putting my huge big list in front of [...] because so much of it’s been adjourned, whereas the magistrate who’s slow, the barristers love appearing before [...] because he’s lenient, so it’s, um, more tempting to put my cases in front of him, so there’s lots of things to take into account.”

Some Allocating Court Officers indicated an awareness that the balance between efficiency and quality outcomes may need to be struck differently in a specialized list, so, for example, a magistrate who is slower, but has good rapport with juvenile offenders might be particularly valuable in achieving quality outcomes in a Children’s Court or specialist list.

Allocating Magistrates and Allocating Court Officers seek out other qualities in magistrates, such as the ability to be thorough and methodical, to promote settlement discussions and to sentence fairly, and generally achieve quality outcomes. As one Allocating Magistrate expressed it: Efficiency...“in the sense of did they get a fair hearing, were they listened to, if you interviewed the offenders did they feel they were looked at, listened to, or just treated as a number.”

9. Preferences
Identifying particular judicial skills and expertise in caseload allocation was seen as important to maintain morale. Allowing magistrates to work in areas they enjoyed could improve their job satisfaction, and was something that both Allocating Court Officers and Allocating Magistrates were prepared to accommodate, at least to some extent. Listing magistrates in areas that they did not like working might not be productive, although it was rarely the decisive factor in caseload allocation.

It was generally easier to cater for preferences where those allocating the caseload considered there was a good match between their own assessment of the magistrate’s skills and abilities and the magistrate’s preference. As one Allocating Court Officer expressed it:
“We have some magistrates who prefer to do...[a type of court], so if they were good at it, you’d try and give it to them fairly regularly because it’s in your own interests. ...normally we would try and list to their strength.”

What became more difficult, for those allocating caseload, was the situation where their assessment of a magistrate’s skills and abilities did not tally with the magistrate’s own preference. In that situation, those allocating the caseload would normally try and find a way to avoid a direct refusal, as one explained:
“I’ll be hoping when that happens that the people who volunteer will be the sort of people who won’t cause grief in a particular list – and usually it works without me having to have any embarrassment. Occasionally I get a volunteer for a listing which I know that will come to grief – the court’s grief. I normally try and find something else they want to do that clashes with that – and give them that. So they don’t get that work – it’s not apparent or obvious anyway – that I’m avoiding giving them that work.”

The size of a court is a limitation on allocating to preferences as another Allocating Magistrate from a small court explained:
“In a way you’re limited as to how you can do that because, you know, you get certain dates where there’s X number of magistrates in town and really the ones who are here will need to do it.”

The desire to ensure a spread of the work that was perceived as fair by other magistrates was another limitation, as one Allocating Magistrate explained:
“I have to share work around, but I'll do my best to make sure people sitting in that court are interested in doing that sort of work.”

Another commented on similar lines:

“But some magistrates do not like working in particular areas and, if it doesn’t upset the balance of things, then I’m happy to accommodate.”

As well as considering preferences, those allocating caseload need to identify which magistrates are appropriate choices to handle particular types of cases. The notion of ‘horses for courses’ implies the ability to identify differences in expertise (skills and knowledge) between individual magistrates in order to allocate caseload.

10. Identifying Expertise

Some courts require training for magistrates to undertake certain specialist lists or divisions, such as indigenous, mental health, drug courts, and sexual assault cases. For example, Victorian magistrates are required to undergo particular training provided by the Victorian Judicial College prior to their appointment to sit in the sexual assault list, and Northern Territory magistrates are required to undergo training to sit in that jurisdiction's Alcohol Court. More informally, magistrates appointed to co-ordinate specialist lists might be asked to identify other magistrates who are suitable for appointment to that list, whether or not formal training is required. This approach is being used, for example, in the Koori (indigenous) Court in Victoria, where the coordinating magistrate works with the Allocating Magistrate to select magistrates to work in that division of the Magistrates Court.

However, in most jurisdictions, particular skills and qualities are identified through informal processes, whether for designated specialist work or for different assignments within the general jurisdiction of the court. In the absence of specific training or other requirements, the general caseload allocation process will determine how and by whom judgments about relevant expertise are made. In this process, those responsible for allocation will be looking for 'special' rather than 'specialist' expertise.

In some courts, Allocating Magistrates may use their own knowledge to make quite specific allocations of individual magistrates to particular lists. In others, where the normal practice is for the Allocating Court Officer to make the specific allocations from a list of available magistrates provided to them by the Allocating Magistrate, it will be that court officer who decides which magistrate is the most suitable choice for a particular list.

Allocating Magistrates and Allocating Court Officers acquire information about different skills, knowledge and preferences of individual magistrates in a variety of ways. Initially, when a magistrate is appointed to a court, there will be information made available (formally and informally) about their professional background prior to that appointment which will indicate the legal areas in which they have worked and their broader professional experience. Both Allocating Magistrates and Allocating Court Officers also garner information over the course of time in dealing with individual magistrates, by talking with them, being told about their interests, preferences, likes and dislikes in terms of type and volume of caseload. In addition, there is feedback and information provided, either directly, or indirectly from other other court staff, lawyers, and prosecutors, and, less often, directly from members of the public, as the following quotes illustrate (the first from an Allocating Magistrate, and the second from an Allocating Court Officer):

“Talking to people and talking to practitioners…and you get a sense of what do people think about your court,…in conversation I will see them at functions or wherever.”

“Without spying on everyone, and I don’t – you just sort of hear – people make comments. I know within the court here I’ve got a pretty good handle on the practices of the magistrates even though I’ve never been to see them in court. I really don’t know how I know – I don’t ask for information – you just pick up comments and remarks. The clerks know. If I wanted to know I could find out – I would just go and ask the clerks.”

Allocating Court Officers sometimes also observe magistrates in the courtroom and hear reports from other court staff about how magistrates process particular types of cases, as the following quote illustrates:

“Whether people are quick or slow, you’ll see it by how much work they get through. If a magistrate is given a list of 65 or 70 mention matters, and will need assistance if by lunchtime there’s still 40 there, you know that their capacity’s going to be 20/25 in the morning and 20/25 in the afternoon.”

One Allocating Court Officer expressed the judgment in instinctive terms:

82 Now replaced by the Substance Misuse Assessment and Referral for Treatment Court (SMART Court).
Interviewees bring considerable experience to their assessment of the skills and expertise of judicial officers in their courts. However a striking feature of the process was the lack of any formal process within which expertise might be recognized, for example, the ‘ticketing system’ used in England and Wales, whereby, for example, cases in the family jurisdiction must be dealt with by magistrates or judges who have received specific training to deal with those types of cases.83

### 11. Conclusion

This research finds that, in Australian magistrates courts, overall, judicial officers are generally regarded as interchangeable, and individualization of caseload is the exception, rather than the rule. However, as specialization in types of cases and tasks has increased in Australian magistrates courts, there has been a need to identify different types of expertise within the judicial workforce and to try and organize the process of caseload allocation in such a way as to take best advantage of particular knowledge and skills among magistrates. However, while a trend to increased specialization in caseload allocation is apparent in some larger jurisdictions, it is a less practical option in smaller courts.

The skills that might be valued depend on the nature of the jurisdiction and its priorities. The capacity to allocate caseload to judicial officers who have particular types of skills or knowledge is not relevant only to specialized caseload. In these high-volume lower-instance courts, ‘getting through the work’ is a primary consideration. Those responsible for caseload allocation seek out abilities, such as dealing efficiently with a large list, or case managing to promote settlement, as useful skills to be deployed strategically to assist with managing overall caseload.

At present, identification of expertise is often being undertaken on a fairly ad hoc basis. Judgments made by those allocating the work are sometimes informed by expressions of preference from the magistrates themselves, but are usually made on the basis of a variety of information that comes to them from various sources.

These informal judgments may be serving the courts well, although it might be questioned whether, in the absence of a clearly defined standards for the skills and expertise for particular types of work, the appropriate judgments are always being made on the best sources of information. There is potential for misjudgments to occur, and for judicial officers to perceive inequities and imbalances in the way that opportunities to specialize are provided.

There is potential for conflict between magistrates’ expressed preferences and the judgments that those allocating the work of the court make about their skills. Our data suggests that, in the absence of a formal process to recognize expertise, such conflicts may sometimes be dealt with by avoidance rather than direct resolution.

Regard should be given to the need for caseloads that are perceived to be fair or balanced in terms of type and volume of work. Processes that require or encourage too much judicial specialization might reduce job satisfaction for magistrates, and limit the court’s ability to manage its caseload efficiently and flexibly, leaving a few specialists doing the least desirable work and/or a few specialists during the most desirable work.

A system that allocates even part of its caseload on the basis of skill or expertise needs to have a process which allows magistrates to demonstrate or acquire expertise in order to be allocated to specialist areas of work. One possibility is for Australian courts to consider adopting a ticketing system such as that used in some United Kingdom courts (as noted above). A second is to build on the approach currently being adopted in Victoria and the Northern Territory requiring training in relation to certain types of specialist lists. However, either process might add a layer of bureaucracy and rigidity that could reduce the flexibility required for caseload allocation in a high volume court, especially in a smaller jurisdiction.

A response that is less onerous than formal accreditation is to articulate criteria and processes for decision-making by those who allocate the caseload, as to how specialist expertise and skills are identified and how allocations relying on particular ‘special’ qualities are made. A formal statement by the court could be directed to two audiences; firstly, to judicial officers within the court, and second to the public. Within the court it could promote clearer understandings of how magistrates who wish to specialize or gain experience in particular types of work can do so. It could also enhance perceptions of equity and fair treatment between magistrates in caseload allocation. This would have the potential to

promote positive dialogue within the court about the nature of skills and expertise needed for specialist and generalist work and how they might be fostered and supported. At the present time, this openness is lacking. Such a statement might also serve as a guide to the public, promoting transparency about the caseload allocation process, and enhancing public confidence in the administration of justice by promoting awareness of the court’s expertise.
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